Tips for making use of the MSP platform – User Guidance
Overview of MSP
Tip 1: About Us

I would like to have a
quick overview of what
MSP is and what is
happening in this field.

The EU MSP Platform ‘About
Us’ page provides a brief
overview about MSP and
what the EU MSP Platform is
doing to assist the Member
States.

à About page

Tip 2: MSP videos

Tip 3: Glossary

Tip 4: FAQs

Animated videos are a great
way to explain what MSP is.
Links to sample videos can
be found in the FAQ MSP
Communication.

MSP involves using diverse
terms which may be
unfamiliar. Have a look at the
Glossary and find out about
common definitions.

à FAQ MSP communication

à MSP Glossary

Now that you gained basic
knowledge about MSP, you
might be interested in
specific topics. Visit the FAQ
page and explore content
and practices related to
these topics.

à Visit the FAQ section

Countries in MSP
I would like to
know more about
progress in
developing
maritime spatial
plans across the
EU.

Tip 1: Country overview

Tip 2: Country pages

Tip 4: Sea basin overview

The country overview page
provides a general overview
of the MSP authorities and
plans per country.

If you are looking for a quick
overview of MSP in a specific
country, then please visit
that country’s page. More
information needed? Please
download the full country
profile.

Countries cooperate with
one another when
developing their plans, often
through cross-border
institutions. Have a look at
the sea basin overview for
the region you are interested
in.
à Sea basin overview

à Country overview page

à Country pages

Tip 4: Country practices &
projects
In the projects and practices
database you can select a
country to find more
information on past/current
projects and practices from
that country.
à Project database
à Practice database
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MSP Sectors

I want to know more
about a specific
maritime sector and its
spatial needs.

Tip 1: Sector pages

Tip 2: Sector fiches

Tip 3: Sector interactions

Tip 4: Practices database

The sector pages provide key
information on current
needs, future trends,
recommendations to
consider in MSP.

More detailed information,
including resources and
references, can be found in
the sector fiches. Download
the sector fiche of interest in
the left hand column on the
sector pages.

Current information on crosssector interactions is available
in the FAQ section. Further
details are investigated as part
a technical study in
development to analyse most
common cross-sector conflicts
(available early 2019).

In the practices database you
can select the sector of your
interest to find reports,
tools, studies and more
dealing with your sector and
MSP.

à Sector pages

à Cross-sector interaction

à Sector pages

à Practice database

Current developments
I heard new
research and data
for MSP is produced
almost every week!
How can I get the
latest updates?

Tip 1: Newsletter

Tip 2: Twitter

The EU MSP platform
publishes a monthly
newsletter with country
highlights, events and new
publications. Subscribe to
the newsletter to stay up to
date, or read past issues.

The MSP Platform tweets
relevant MSP related
updates. Currently, more
than 1000 followers and over
1000 tweets have been put
online to share and events.

à Sign up for newsletter

à Twitter profile

Tip 3: Database date filter

Tip 4: Events

Results in the projects and
practices database can be
sorted by ‘most recent date’
to find the most recently
published practices and
ongoing projects.

Events keep you up to date
on the main discussions in a
specific field. Check the
event calendar and join an
event.

à Project database
à Practice database

à Event calendar
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Find detailed information

How do I search for
reports, tools,
guidelines, etc. on
a specific MSP
topic?

Tip 1: Via practice database

Tip 2: Via sector pages

Tip 3: Via FAQs

Tip 4: Additional resources

The practice database allows
you to apply selection
criteria (e.g. country,
application, sector) to filter
results. Also using the
keyword search can further
refine results.

Want to know more about a
specific tool or guidelines for
a maritime sector? Visit the
sector pages and have a look
at the linked practices in the
left hand column.

The FAQs provide detailed
information on topics and
contain helpful links to
practices in the database and
other sources.

The MSP Platform is one
source of information, but
other databases provide
more knowledge and can
direct you to non-EU related
expertise.

à Practices database

à Sector pages

à FAQ section

à Other databases

Tips for making use of the Practices database
Tip 1: Select your criteria

How can I find
specific results in
the practices
database?

Use the filters to find the
most relevant practices.
Select a certain country, type
of issue or sector and scroll
abstracts of potentially
interesting results.

à Practices database

Tip 2: Use keywords

Tip 3: Sort the results

In the search box on the
Practices database page, you
can type keywords to find
potential practices you are
looking for and further refine
search results.

Some practices might be
more up to date than others.
Please use the ‘sort by’
button and select ‘most
recent date of publication’ to
find the most recent
practices in the topic you are
looking for.

Tip 4: Submit a question
Are things still unclear? Or
do you have an interesting
practice which should be
included in the database?
Submit a question to the
MSP Platform and we will
answer as soon as possible.

à Submit a question
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